• HEALTH_40YR_M_LBS = 155.0; // healthy 40yr male weight.
• HEALTH_6YR_F_LBS = 12.0; // healthy 6yr female weight.
• HEALTH_6YR_M_LBS = 15.0; // healthy 6yr male weight.
• M_HIGH_CAL_NEED = 2450.0; // oldest male calorie need.
• M_HIGH_WAT_NEED = 0.750; // unit=gallon, oldest male req.
• M_LOW_CAL_NEED = 950.0; // youngest male calorie need.
• M_LOW_WAT_NEED = 0.425; // unit=gallon, youngest male req.
• MALE_FERT_AGE = 13; // M-only, minimum age of M fertility.
• NURSING_END = 1092; // F-only, day # nursing ends (>3yrs).
Cell (Class 0), (Total 33)
• N/A
Clans (Class 5), (Total 38)
• DAILY = 1; // symbol for the Daily Report path in ModelReports.
• DAY = 86400; // 1 day's seconds.
• HRS = 3600L; // 1 hour's seconds.
• MIN = 60L; // 1 minute's seconds.
• REAPER = 0; // symbol for the Reaper Report path in ModelReports.
Climate (Class 4), (Total 42)
• CELL_COUNT = horizontal limit * vertical limit; // updates climate.
• CLIMATE_CHANGE_INTERVAL = YEAR; // count of days before change.
• MIN_TEMP = 55.0; // minimum temperature each cell will get.
• RANDOM_TEMP = 10.0; // some cells get up to this much more.
Ecology (Class 11), (Total 53)
• EMPTY = (byte) 0x00; // symbol for EMPTY.
• EVEN = false; // used to control the placement of foragables.
• FIG_VALUE = 720.0; // cal. for 1-pound (16 loose fruit) figs.
• FISH_VALUE = 150.0; // kcal. for 4 oz., small fish.
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• FULL = (byte) 0x01; // symbol for FULL.
• LEAVES_VALUE = 625.0; // kcal. for 1 lb. loose leaves.
• MONKEY_VALUE = 575.0; // kcal. for 8 oz. meat, small monkey.
• ODD = true; // used to control the placement of foragables.
• TERMITE_VALUE = 700.0; // kcal. for 125 g., loose live termites.
• TUBER_VALUE = 776.0; // kcal. for 8 small cassava roots.
Fauna (Class 6), (Total 59)
• FAUNA_FORAGABLES = {"monkey", "monkey", "termite", "termite", "termite", "termite", "termite", "none", "none", "none"}; // 3/10ths are null, all are used to create probabilities.
• FISH_PROBABILITY = random Float (); // a general probability.
• FISH_PRODUCTIVITY = 1.0F * FISH_PROBABILITY; // specifically.
• STEP = 100; // pixels across the square kilometer.
• TILE_COUNT = (integer horizontal Limit * integer vertical Limit) / TILE_PIXELS;
• TILE_PIXELS = 10000; // number pixels in a kilometer square.
Flora (Class 4), (Total 63)
• FLORA_FORAGABLES = "tuber", "tuber", " fig", "fig", "fig", "fig", "leaves", "leaves", "leaves", "leaves", "leaves", "none", "none", "none"}; // 3/14ths are null, all are used to create probabilities.
Groups (Class 0), (Total 63)
• N/A GUI (Class 39), (Total 102)
• BLACK = new Color (0, 0, 0); // the black color.
• BLUE = new Color (0, 0,255); // the blue color.
• BROWN = new Color (128, 64, 0) ; // the brown color.
• MAP_FOLDER = "maps" + File separator; // utility folder.
• MAXIMUM_GROUP_SIZE = 10; // max number in seed group.
• MIN_WATER = 1.0; // minimum gals of water each basin will get.
• MIN_WEANING_AGE = 4; // minimum oldest when weaned. Maximum is 6.
• NUMBER_OF_GROUPS = 5; // max number of hominid groups.
• PAIR_BND_ALLIANCE_GENE = 5; // gene 5 on chromosome.
• PHILOPAT_DISPERSE_GENE = 7; // gene 7 on chromosome.
• PREY_ATTITUDE_CHANGE_THRESHOLD = 0364; // 1-year days = 0364.
• RANDOM_SEED = random nanosecond; // fast time seed.
• RANDOM_WATER = 3.50; // some basins get up to this much more.
• RANGE_OF_EARLY_WEANING = 3; // + 0-2 by factory RNG.
• RATE_OF_HIGHLAND_WATER_BASINS = 0.3; // % cells water basins.
• RATE_OF_LOWLAND_WATER_BASINS = 0.5; // % cells water basins.
• RESERVED_GENE_8 = 8; // gene 8 on chromosome.
• RESERVED_GENE_9 = 9; // gene 9 on chromosome.
• ROBUST_METABOLISM_GENE = 2; // gene 2 on chromosome.
• RUN_TIME_DISPLAY = true; // true=normal false=DIAGNOSTIC.
• SOCIAL_ALTRUISM_GENE = 3; // gene 3 on chromosome.
• TEMPERTURE_SETPNT_GENE = 10; // gene A (10) on chromosome.
• TERRITORY_DEFENSE_GENE = 4; // gene 4 on chromosome.
• TRUE_RNG_PORT = "COM5"; // system specific COM port.
• USE_FIXED = true; // RNG seed is fixed or random.
• WATER = 0; // terrestrial feature specific to Sim
• WATER_CARRYING_LIMIT = 1.0; // only hand-to-mouth (gals).
• WATER_DAYS = 2; // max allowed consecutive epochs in water.
• WATER_START_AMOUNT = 0.7; // water amount to start with.
• WATER_STEP = 15; // n X 10-meter movement distance per day.
• YEAR = 364; // year of days in lunar year of 13 months.
Terrain (Class 3), (Total 228)
• STEP = 100; // width of a one-kilometer tile.
• TILE_COUNT = (integer horizontal Limit * integer vertical Limit) / TILE_PIXELS; // # tiles X-Y span of the user map.
• TILE_PIXELS = 10000; // number of pixels per tile.
TrueRNG (Class 7), (Total 235)
• BITS_PER_BYTE = 8; // 8-bits per byte.
• COUNTER_MAX_SPIN = 17; // the max reset counter limit.
• COUNTER_MIN_SPIN = 9; // the min reset counter limit.
• MS_DELAY = 1000; // delay in ms. Used while noise-based RNG starts.
• NR_OF_BYTES = 8; // factory Random uses 6-byte 48-bit seed.
• REQUESTING_APPLICATION = "dummy";
• RESET_LIMIT = 0; // works with reset counter as its limit.
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SOM Table S2
Alphabetized list of the empirical authorities used to derive the Constant parameters used in Clans.
Parameter or topic
Reference or authority
Age at menarche in years (Lancaster, 1986) Birth rate (in the wild) (Thompson et al., 2007) Calorie counts of foragables (Keating, 1968) Calories in pound of fat (Keating, 1968) Calorie requirements (Portman, 1970; Milton, 1999; Prentice, 2005; Gurven and Walker, 2006 ; AZA TAG,
2010)
Comfort/discomfort as drive (Cabanac, 1971; Craig, 2003; Berridge and Kringelbach, 2008) Death as result of starvation (Madea, 2005) Death as result of thirst (Gleick and Iwra, 1996) Disease rate (Pan in the wild) (Williams et al., 2008) Dominance hierarchies (Hemelrijk et al., 2005; Hemelrijk et al., 2008; Chapais, 2011; Maestripieri, 2012) Drive order/priority (Maslow, 1943) Fish foraging by early hominids (Braun et al., 2010) Genetic basis for altruism (Hamilton, 1963 (Hamilton, , 1964a Alexander, 1974; Lehmann and Keller, 2006) Hunting behavior (carnivory) (Stanford, 1996) Incest rate (Murdock, 1949; Chapais, 2011) Infanticide rate (Watts et al., 2002) Likelihood mating will produce offspring (Pan) (Tutin, 1979) Maximum number of offspring (Tutin, 1979) Migration patterns (Pan in the wild) (Sugiyama, 1999) Mutation rate (Homo) (Nachmann and Crowell, 2000) Old age mortality (Hill et al., 2001) Olfactory implications for socio-sexual behavior (Thornhill et al., 2003) Ovulation implications for socio-sexual behavior (Gangestad et al., 2005) Philopatry/dispersal (Sterck et al., 1997; Parish and De Waal, 2000; Prashnik-Buchman, 2000) Predation rate (Boesch, 1991 , Williams et al., 2008 Preferred social network size (Dunbar, 1998; Hill and Dunbar, 2003; Bickart et al., 2011) Suppression of fertility during nursing (Thomson et al., 1975; Thompson et al., 2012; Thompson, 2013) Temperature requirements (Pan) (AZA TAG, 2010) Termite foraging by early hominids (Backwell and d'Errico, 2001; Lonsdorf, 2005) Troop / community size (Pan in the wild) (Sugiyama, 1968; Watts et al., 2002; Williams et al., 2008) Water availability, water basins (Boesch et al., 2002) Water requirements (Homo) (Gleick and Iwra, 1996) Weaning age (Tutin, 1979) Weight of infant (Pan) (Davenport et al., 1961; Portman, 1970) 14
SOM Table S3
Gene-in-chromosome definitions used in Clans.
DISCRETE_FACTORS_GENE #0
• SEX_BIT (7). This is the biological sex of the bearer. This genetic trait is phenotypic.
• OTHER_NAMED (6) reserved.
• OTHER_NAMED (5) reserved.
• OTHER_NAMED (4) reserved.
• OTHER_NAMED (3) reserved.
• OTHER_NAMED (2) reserved.
• OTHER_NAMED (1) reserved.
• OTHER_NAMED (0) reserved.
DRAUGHT_TOLERANCE_GENE #1
This gene influences the capacity of the bearer to survive draught, i.e., the ability to survive with lesser amounts of drinking water. DRAUGHT_TOLERANCE is expressed in both sexes. The pedigree of this gene determines its value. In all cases, the value is defined to be an integer on the interval 0-255, inclusive. If the bearer was formed as a product of in situ mating then the value is the explicit consequence of genetic cross-over between, and artificial mutation of, the chromosomes of the mated hominid parents. If the bearer was formed at program initialization, then the value of this gene is set by random Gaussian distribution over the interval. The bearer's actual momentary drinking water requirements are annually adjusted based on the value in the gene and proportioned to bearer sex and age. 
SOCIAL_ALTRUISM_GENE #3
This gene controls the tendency of the bearer to engage in the 'gifting' of excess food resources. The gene expresses differentially in males and females. The pedigree of this gene determines its value. In all cases, the value is defined to be an integer on the interval 0-255, inclusive. If the bearer was formed as a product of in situ mating then the value is the explicit consequence of genetic cross-over between, and artificial mutation of, the chromosomes of the mated hominid parents. If the bearer was formed at program initialization, then the value of this gene is set by random Gaussian distribution over the interval. Larger values of the gene lead the bearer to engage in the 'gifting' of excess self-held food resources. This genetic trait is phenotypic.
• Expression in males: 'Gifting' may occur when the benefactor is an adult and the beneficiary is an adult female.
• Expression in females: 'Gifting' may occur when the benefactor is an adult and the beneficiary is the youngest, weaned offspring of the benefactor.
TERRITORY_DEFENSE_GENE #4
This gene influences the likelihood the bearer will engage in behaviors to protect increasingly larger territory. (Reserved in version and not implemented.)
PAIR_BND_ALLIANCE_GENE #5
This gene is responsible for the tendency of the bearer to engage in socio-preferential movements. The gene is expressed similarly in males and females. However, the age and sex of the bearer does differentiate bearer behavior especially during the year a female bearer becomes sexually mature. Juvenile female bearers, in the year they become sexually mature, will selectively choose random dispersal instead of preferential relocation to be with a benefactor. The pedigree of this gene determines its value. In all cases, the value is defined to be an integer on the interval 0-255, inclusive. If the bearer was formed as a product of in situ mating then the value is the explicit consequence of genetic cross-over between, and artificial mutation of, the chromosomes of the mated hominid parents. If the bearer was formed at program initialization, then the value of this gene is set by random Gaussian distribution over the interval. Larger values of the gene lead the bearer to demonstrate the behavior of 'selective colocation.' 'Selective colocation' is defined as that condition that occurs when the bearer of the gene preferentially selects to relocate into a spatial cohort containing some other. The other is one's benefactor. This genetic trait is phenotypic.
EMIT_FERTIL_SCENT_GENE #6
This gene differentially influences its bearer per the sex of the bearer. It expresses regarding behaviors undertaken in groups of various sizes. The pedigree of this gene determines its value.
In all cases, the value is defined to be an integer on the interval 0-255, inclusive. If the bearer was formed as a product of in situ mating then the value is the explicit consequence of genetic cross-over between, and artificial mutation of, the chromosomes of the mated hominid parents. If the bearer was formed at program initialization, then the value of this gene is set by random Gaussian distribution over the interval. This genetic trait is phenotypic.
• Expression in Females: This gene influences the probability that a fertile, non-pregnant, non-nursing, sexually mature female will engage in mating behavior during estrus. Its purpose is to emulate the effect of a female sex pheromone whose likelihood of successful mating influence is directly proportionate to the size (numeric magnitude) of the cohort wherein the female is physically located. EMIT_FERTIL_SCENT relies on the ability of the female to recognize the number of individuals in her local small-group. The resultant influence is graded against four numeric group size ranges which are 0, 1-7, 8-21, and 22 or more. A monotonically increasing likelihood of female presentation will occur in smaller numbered groups but not in larger.
• 
PHILOPAT_DISPERSAL_GENE #7
This gene influences the characteristic of the bearer to engage in spatial dispersal (leaving the natal community) versus philopatry (staying near or within the natal community or spatial area)
in the year the bearer becomes sexually mature. This gene can express in males, females, both, or neither depending on system experimental settings. The pedigree of this gene determines its value. In all cases, the value is defined to be an integer on the interval 0-255, inclusive. If the bearer was formed as a product of in situ mating then the value is the explicit consequence of genetic cross-over between, and artificial mutation of, the chromosomes of the mated hominid parents. If the bearer was formed at program initialization, then the value of this gene is set by random Gaussian distribution over the interval. Only the integer value of PHILOPAT_DISPERSE, the subject sex (gender), and the system experimental settings are involved. This genetic trait is phenotypic.
AGNATIC_MEM_STRCT_GENE #8
This gene influences the capacity of the bearer to recognize kinship through paternal lineage. 
